cloud:LINK

Telecommunication services for your business

powerful and reliable infrastructure
meeting demanding criteria

Characteristics
no investments to purchase hardware and software

secure and cost effective solution without
the need to purchase any hardware

transparent and intuitive user environment

advanced all-in-one virtualization
solution

immediately increase or decrease the performance
of your servers

set up any platform with a single click

continuous monitoring of hardware and cloud
infrastructure

Move your infrastructure
to the cloud
Your business no longer has to invest into hardware
and maintenance, software, licensing fees, server
equipment or fees for server hosting. Instantly
increase or decrease the performance of your servers
thanks to the transparent and intuitive cloud:LINK
user environment. The simple and functional user
interface allows you to manage all of your servers in
a coherent user environment. Set up any platform with
guaranteed performance with a single click. From now
on you only pay for what you actually use in one simplified monthly fee for both hardware and software that
saves youtime and money.

service availability of up to 99.97 % per month
flexibility and savings within the operations of your
systems
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cloud:LINK will meet your exact needs
We provide complex and variable hardware solutions
through the cloud:LINK service with none of the
related maintenance costs. You simply have to select
applications in the cloud environment.
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cloud:LINK

Telecommunication services for your business

Hardware, software and virtualization
We know that reliability and efficiency can only be achieved through the careful harmonization of hardware and software. This allows
us to offer a virtualization cloud platform with guaranteed performance.

Performance
Virtualization platform performance is precisely adapted to meet your needs. Continuously monitored hardware and cloud infrastructure can recognize problems before they occur, resolving them before problems occur to ensure continuous operations with the guaranteed performance you need for your information and production systems.

Management
Complete management is an integral component of cloud:LINK product. A single click is all you need for operations including setting
up a server clone, increasing performance or restoring from a backup from the previous 3 days.

IT efficiency
Your IT will work more efficiently with the cloud:LINK software-as-service product and will be capable of providing solutions to and from
anywhere and anytime when combined with application virtualization.

No hardware, no licenses, no wasted investments
cloud:LINK frees you from purchasing hardware and licenses for operating systems and applications. All your payments are
transparently combined in a single lump sum fee. As our customer you simply pay for the performance and licenses you actually
use.

Migration
Slovanet can help make the process of transmitting data from different platforms such as VMware and Hyper-V simpler. Steps
including starting system migration to the installation of controllers are completely automatic.

High availability
We are capable of guaranteeing high availability of up to 99.97 % per month thanks to continuous monitoring and our refined early
warning system. Round-the-clock 24/7/365 technical support is provided as a given with the cloud:LINK service.

